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LowIMPACT LEVEL:

Google LLC - Limits ‘My Business’ Listings Amid
Coronavirus Outbreak

Recently, Google announced that its My Business listings would be affected during the coronavirus outbreak  
Google explained that, as a result of the outbreak, the company has been taking steps to reduce the number of workers it needs
in its offices
Because of the limits imposed on its workforce, Google is having to prioritize critical services
Google My Business, is a service that powers millions of Google Maps and Search listings for local businesses
Google will be prioritizing reviews for updates and new listings for medical-related businesses
Alongside that, the company will also “prioritize reviews for open and closed states, special hours, temporary closures, business
descriptions, and business attributes edits for other verified businesses”
Further, Google will manually review new listings, claims, and verifications for health-related businesses while delaying other
types of businesses as a result
New reviews, review replies, and Q&A will also be disabled during the outbreak
The effects of these changes are already being felt by business owners

Source(s)
https://9to5google.com/2020/03/24/google-my-business-delay-coronavirus/

Google LLC

Targets Affected:
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Impact level Definitions
Impact
Level Definitions

Immediate The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is certain. Supply Wisdom recommends taking prompt action. For example, bankruptcy filings, data
breaches, unexpected curfews, strikes, power black-outs, major geo-political events etc.

High The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is highly likely to occur in the near term (within 3 months). Supply Wisdom recommends being in a
state of readiness to take quick action. For example, withdrawal of rating by ratings agencies, hostile takeover, multiple cyber-attacks, new business policies causing
significant hardship etc.

Medium The intensity of the event is such that disruption to business/operations is likely to occur in the mid-term (within 3 to 6 months). Supply Wisdom recommends reviewing current
mitigation steps and being ready to take proactive actions if and when situation deteriorates further. For example, unplanned C- level exits, suppliers caught in bribery cases,
economy slipping into recession etc.

Low The intensity of the event is such that it has a possible impact on business/operations in the long-term (after 6 months). Supply Wisdom recommends taking proactive action if
situation does not resolve. For example, lawsuits filed against suppliers, client losses, air pollution alerts issued by country’s local authorities, unexpected holidays announced
for the location etc.

Informational The event is pertinent information but does not have a risk element associated with it. For example, launch of new solutions, partnerships signed, industry outlook, positive
changes in government policies, announcements regarding launch of software parks/free trade zones/special economic zones etc.
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